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Clean Water in India

Water changes lives. One in ten people 
worldwide lack access to clean water 
and on average must walk 3.7 miles to 
find a water source that may often be 
contaminated. Access to clean water does 
more than just promote good health and 
sanitation. When people, namely women 
and girls, no longer have to spend time 
and energy walking to collect water for 
household tasks like cooking, cleaning, 
and washing, they are freed to attend 

school, enter the workforce, and better their 
families and communities. 

CWR partners with the Hindustani 
Covenant Church (HCC) to address the 
growing water crisis in India. The region 
of South Solapur, India, has continuously 
suffered from water scarcity. Large-scale 
sugarcane farms and factories are diverting 
a large part of the water supply which 
in turn affects smaller farmers and their 
families who are trying to keep themselves 
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and their livestock alive.
Several HCC staff members 

are experts in the fi eld of 
watershed management and are 
pursuing different solutions to the 
water problems in South Solapur. 
They supervise the construction 
of new wells and, with each water 
project, they are fi nding ways to 
be environmentally conscious by 
contouring the land in order to 

recharge wells through rainwater 
and prevent runoff. This ensures 
the growth of crops and the 
sustainability of drinking water 
sources. We are so grateful 
to all who continue to support 
CWR water partners who are 
transforming lives. 

Learn more and give at 
CovChurch.org/projectblue

@covenantworldrelief @covworldrelief @covenantworldrelief @covworldrelief
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Animals are Part of Community Transformation
Animals provide food as well as clothing, income generation, and fertilizer for crops.

CHICKENS
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Honduras ∙ India ∙ Kenya 
Somaliland ∙ South Africa
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